NAAB RESPONSE TO LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
2011 ANNUAL REPORT

Date Report Received: November 15, 2011
Current Term of Accreditation: 6 Years
Year of Next Visit: 2013
Focused Evaluation: Y
Year of FE: 2010
Scope of FE: Social equity and physical resources

Section One:
Checklist of required elements

Part I Statistical Report √ Included Not Included
Part II Narrative Report √ Included Not Included

Section Two:
Assessment of Narrative Report

NOTE 1: If a deficiency is included in the scope of an FE, the program may not be released from reporting on it in Part II of the Annual Report, except by the FE Team.

NOTE 2: Although an area may be marked “satisfied, no further reporting required,” the next visiting team will still make its own assessment of the program’s response to the deficiency in the next Visiting Team Report.

DEFICIENCIES
All satisfied.

CAUSES OF CONCERN
Low Salaries for Tenure Track Assistant Professors
The program is clearly working to address this concern.

Master’s Thesis Option
The program described its first thesis student (2010-11 academic year) as a “tremendous success” and felt that the experience had helped the program develop clarity about the process.

Program Breadth and Rigor
The program’s efforts to address this concern are duly noted.

Scale of Projects
The program is clearly working to address this concern by offering advanced studios with larger scale buildings/projects.

CHANGES TO THE ACCREDITED PROGRAM
None